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Abstract—Modern browsers such as Chrome and Edge deploy
constant blinding to remove attacker-controlled constants from
the JIT-compiled code. Without such a defense, attackers can
encode arbitrary shellcode in constants that get compiled to
executable code. In this paper, we review the security and
completeness of current constant blinding implementations. We
develop DACHSHUND, a fuzzing-driven framework to find userspecified constants in JIT-compiled code. DACHSHUND reveals
several cases in which JIT compilers of modern browsers fail
to blind constants, ranging from constants passed as function
parameters to blinded constants that second-stage code optimizers
revert to a non-protected form. To tackle this problem, we
then propose a JavaScript rewriting mechanism that removes
all constants from JavaScript code. We prototype this crossbrowser methodology as part of a Web proxy and show that
it can successfully remove all constants from JavaScript code.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Web browsers continue to be one of the main targets
for software exploitation, as demonstrated by the rise of
browser-targeting exploit kits [26] and the sheer number of
software vulnerabilities discovered in browsers. It is not just
the popularity and complexity of browsers that make them
an attractive target. Modern browsers also support various
scripting languages such as JavaScript and ActionScript. On
the one hand, scripting environments have become indispensable to dynamically generate highly-interactive content
on the modern Web. On the other, scripting support also
allows adversaries to perform prolific attacks. Most notably,
in Just-in-Time Return-Oriented Programming (JIT-ROP), an
attacker uses the scripting environment to dynamically search
for gadgets in existing code (e.g., of the browser or imported
libraries) [49]. A viable defense against JIT-ROP attacks is
to compile programs in a way that they do not have usable
gadgets, e.g., using gadget-free compilation [41] or Control
Flow Integrity [55], [56], [14], [37], [55].
However, such protections are typically limited to static
code. Consequently, these defenses are ineffective against code
spraying attacks [6], in which an adversary leverages scripting
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environments to dynamically generate gadgets (instead of
searching for them, like in JIT-ROP). For example, an attacker
can embed short gadgets in integer constants of JavaScript
code, which the JIT compiler translates to executable shellcode. To protect against dynamically-injected attack code, JIT
engine developers and researchers started to rely on constant
blinding. The goal of constant blinding is to generate code
that does not contain user-specified constants. Technically, the
JIT compilation process does not emit any constant that may
be part of JavaScript statements (such as variable assignments
like a=0x9090). For example, a simple implementation could
remove the constants by XORing two non-predictable values
whose XOR result equals to the constant. This way, an adversary can no longer embed shellcode in predictable constants
in the JIT-generated code. Consequently, constant blinding has
become an important foundation to protect against JIT spraying
attacks and is the basis for many other defenses [52], [29].
Most modern browsers such as Chrome or Microsoft Edge (and
its predecessor Internet Explorer) deploy constant blinding.
In this paper, we analyze the completeness of constant
blinding implementations in JIT engines of modern browsers.
We find that a correct and complete constant blinding implementation is not as trivial as it may sound. In fact, browsers
typically strive for high efficiency and have to intertwine
security defenses with multi-layer optimization schemes. Furthermore, there are dozens of ways to embed constants in
JavaScript code, including global and local variable, function
parameters, array indexes, bit operations, return statements and
many more. As we will show, it is easy to miss some cases, and
it becomes a non-trivial challenge to understand the securityrelated effects of the various optimization layers in JIT engines.
In this context, we propose DACHSHUND, a fuzzing-driven
framework that tests the completeness of constant blinding implementations in browsers (or other software with JIT engines,
such as PDF readers). The core idea of DACHSHUND is to
feed a JIT compiler with JavaScript code snippets that include
constants and to trigger the JIT compilation phase(s). We
leverage a JavaScript code generator to dynamically generate
a high number of diverse code snippets that contain “magic”
constants. After JIT compilation, we search for these magic
values in the JIT-compiled code in order to test whether the
constants have survived blinding. A prototype implementation
of DACHSHUND for Chrome and Edge revealed many cases in
which the JIT engines of these modern browsers fail to blind
user-specific constants, undermining the security guarantees of
these implementations.

Athanasakis et al. have already demonstrated that singlebyte or two-byte constants survive the blinding process, as
the constant blinding implementations simply do not blind
small constants for efficiency reasons [2]. However, we show
that the problem of incomplete constant blinding implementations is far more fundamental than JIT compilers skipping
over smaller constants. Even blinding all (including smaller)
constants would not help to remedy this situation. In fact, all of
the surviving constants that we discovered were 32 bits long,
giving an attacker full flexibility to embed four-byte gadgets
(e.g., any system call).

A. Return Oriented Programming (ROP)
Although ROP was not the first code-reuse attack, it got
popular after the wide deployment of Data Execution Prevention (DEP). DEP is a defense technique against a generic stack
overflow vulnerability where an adversary writes and executes
her shellcode directly on the stack. DEP tackles this problem
by marking executable pages non-writable.
As a response to DEP, code-reuse attacks reuse existing
code portions of the program instead of injecting new ones.
For example, in ret-to-lib(c) [38] an adversary mounts an
attack by reusing functions from imported libraries such as
libc. This attack was generalized by Shacham [47] with ROP,
who proposed to use so-called gadgets (i.e., small sequences of
instructions ending with a return instruction) and chain them to
get arbitrary program execution. Return instructions are used
to chain multiple gadgets together by writing their addresses
on the stack. Later, Checkoway et al. [9] showed that one
can also use any control-flow-changing instruction (e.g., jmp,
call) to achieve the same result.

There are multiple ways to overcome these problems. One
approach would be to change the JIT engines of browsers
to remedy the situation. However, as we have demonstrated,
reaching a complete implementation of constant blinding has
proven to be rather difficult and requires modification to each
JIT engine separately. Alternatively, we propose to leverage a
Web proxy in order to rewrite the JavaScript code before it is
delivered to the browser. This way, we can protect any browser
behind the proxy without software modifications. Our core idea
is to rewrite constants such that they do not appear in the JITgenerated code, regardless of the JIT engine and optimization
layer. To this end, we parse the abstract syntax tree (AST) of
HTML and JavaScript code, locate any JavaScript constants,
and replace them with semantically-equivalent representations
that are either not predictable by an attacker, or ideally are
moved out of the executable code sections. In addition, we
hook critical JavaScript functions (e.g., eval()) to remove
constants from dynamically-generated JavaScript code. While
this approach is clearly less efficient than browser-specific
implementations, the average overhead of 22% in JavaScript
performance benchmarks is barely noticeable in practice. In
addition, rewriting complex JavaScript libraries like jQuery is
relatively fast and takes a one-time effort of less than 60 ms.
The rewriting outcome can be cached by the client and proxy
to eliminate any rewriting overhead in the future, leading to a
viable defense scheme in practice.

B. ASLR vs. JIT-ROP
Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [50] is a
widely deployed defense technique against code-reuse attacks.
ASLR randomizes the base addresses of the program’s memory
segments, thus preventing the attacker from predicting the addresses of the gadgets. A remaining weaknesses of this coarsegrained ASLR scheme is that it only randomizes the base
addresses of memory segments. Researchers thus proposed
fine-grained ASLR schemes that add randomness inside the
segment as well [33], [51], [27], [43]. For more details, we
refer the reader to Larsen’s survey [34].
However, Snow et al. proposed a JIT-ROP to overcome
ASLR [49]. JIT-ROP is a just-in-time code reuse scheme that
follows the assumption that an attacker can repeatedly read
arbitrary memory addresses, e.g., via a memory disclosure
vulnerability in a scripting environment such as JavaScript.
The attacker uses this vulnerability to follow code pointers
and collects as many code pages as possible. Next, the attacker
searches for desired gadgets (such as Load, Store, Jump) and
API function calls (such as LoadLibrary, GetProcAddress) in
these code pages. This allows carrying out a just-in-time search
for suitable ROP gadgets and thus defeats fine-grained code
randomization schemes.

With this paper, we provide the following contributions:
• We design DACHSHUND, a fuzzing-based framework to
search for constants that survive the constant blinding process of JIT engines. DACHSHUND combines code fuzzing
techniques with memory carving to discover potentially
dangerous blinding leftovers.
• We provide a thorough overview of security deficiencies
of the constant blinding implementations in Chrome and
Edge, demonstrating that constant blinding by the JIT
engines in these browsers is inherently insecure.
• We propose a proxy-based JavaScript rewriting engine
that complements existing constant blinding implementations by removing constants from the JavaScript code
at an average overhead of 22%.
II.

C. JIT Spraying
While JIT-ROP’s idea was to search for existing code, it
is not guaranteed that the required gadgets actually exist. In
fact, Control Flow Integrity schemes may render any gadgets
unusable [55], [56], [14], [37], [55], or programs might have
been generated by compilers creating gadget-free code [41].
In such a setting, JIT spraying can be used to inject attackercontrolled code. JIT-compiled languages, such as ActionScript
(Flash) or JavaScript, have become popular in everyday programs such as browsers. Being able to control the input to
the compiler (i.e., JavaScript code), an attacker indirectly
controls the compilation output. JIT spraying, proposed by
Blazakis [6], uses this property to evade DEP or ASLR.
By repeatedly injecting large amounts of code via attackercontrolled JavaScript objects, the attacker allocates (“sprays”)

BACKGROUND

We first provide an overview of the history of code-reuse
attacks. We start with Return Oriented Programming (ROP),
which clearly demonstrates the general principle behind codereuse attacks. Next we show a special variant of ROP, called
JIT-ROP, which discovers gadgets on-the-fly and evades existing randomization schemes such as ASLR. Besides the attacks,
we also discuss potential defenses.
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Code Randomization: We assume that ASLR is enabled in
the host operating system, which randomizes the base
addresses of the executable and other memory segments
every time they are loaded into the memory. Additionally,
we assume that fine-grained ASLR is applied to already
randomized (by ASLR) memory pages, further complicating the process to guess the address of a gadget.
Gadget-Free Code: We assume that static code (i.e., code
that is not JIT-compiled) does not contain usable gadgets.
For example, this would be the case for gadget-free compilation [41]. Note that JIT-ROP attacks are not possible
in such a setting, given the lack of gadgets.
JIT Defenses: We assume any defense techniques against JIT
spraying that is already present in modern browsers, such
as constant blinding (Chrome, Edge) or NOP insertion
(Edge). As the main goal of our technique is to emit
arbitrary gadgets in the executable code, we assume that
sandboxing in the browsers can either be bypassed (e.g.,
via a vulnerability) or is disabled. For the same reason,
we do not consider CFI defenses to be applied to JITcompiled code.

many executable pages with shellcode. After spraying, the
attacker then jumps to an address and hopes that she hits any
of the sprayed code pages.
An advanced form of JIT spraying, shown by Athanasakis
et al. [2], combines JIT spraying and JIT-ROP. Similar to
JIT spraying, the authors suggest to craft special JavaScript
statements that compile into an attacker-controlled sequence of
instructions. For example, JavaScript variable assignments with
immediate values (e.g., var v=0x90909090) will be compiled into a sequence of assembly instructions containing the
instruction that encodes the attacker-supplied immediate (e.g.,
mov eax,0x90909090). Assuming an arbitrary memory read
vulnerability, an adversary does not even have to spray many
code pages, nor search for existing code (like in JIT-ROP).
Instead, she can emit arbitrary gadgets just by controlling
constants in JavaScript code.
D. Constant Blinding
To counter JIT spraying, most browsers have deployed
constant blinding. This defense technique changes the emitted
immediate value by XORing it with a randomly-generated
key. For example, instead of compiling the aforementioned
JavaScript code into mov eax,0x90909090, constant blinding will convert it to the following sequence of instructions:

B. Threat Model
With these defenses in mind, we now introduce the attacker model. Note that the assumptions listed below are in
accordance with existing attack techniques [2], [49].

mov eax, (RAND_KEY ⊕ 0x90909090)
xor eax, RAND_KEY

Arbitrary Memory Read: We assume that an adversary is
able to read arbitrary readable memory of the program.
This could be done, for example, by repeatedly exploiting
a memory disclosure vulnerability.
Hijacking Control Flow: We assume that the target program
has a control flow vulnerability that the attacker can
exploit to divert the control flow to an arbitrary memory
location.
JIT Compilation: We assume that the target program incorporates a scripting environment. More specifically, we
require that the program has a JavaScript JIT compiler
that accepts arbitrary (valid) JavaScript code as input and
compiles it to native code. This requirement is met by
all modern Web browsers. In principle, our attack is not
limited to browsers, as JavaScript is also actively used in
other applications (e.g., PDF readers).

The constant RAND_KEY is a randomly generated key, and
(RAND_KEY ⊕ 0x90909090) is a single integer generated at
compile time. Constant blinding thus protects all immediate
values with constant-specific keys, and makes the process of
JIT spraying highly non-predictable.
A perfect implementation of constant blinding would blind
all immediate values in JavaScript code with per-constant keys.
In practice (e.g., in MSIE and Chrome), due to performance
reasons, only constants larger than two bytes (> 216 ) are
blinded. Although such blinding might seem effective against
code spraying, Athanasakis et al. demonstrate that two-byte
gadgets are sufficient to mount an attack if they are followed by
aligned return instructions (i.e., in the epilogue of the function
containing the gadget).

IV.
III.

A SSUMPTIONS

DACHSHUND : F INDING C ONSTANTS

We now take a closer look at the completeness of the
defense technique implementations in JIT compilers of modern browsers. More specifically, we will search for ways,
in which the attacker can emit arbitrary gadgets into the
executable pages of the browser’s memory. To this end, we
present DACHSHUND, a fuzzing-based framework that reveals
attacker-controllable constants in JIT-compiled code. The basic
design of DACHSHUND is shown in Figure 1. The framework
consists of a fuzzing component (Section IV-A) that creates
diverse JavaScript code snippets to feed them to a JIT compiler for further processing. After JIT compilation, the JIT
inspector (Section IV-B) then searches for constants induced
by the fuzzer in the executable code pages. The interaction
between these two components is steered by the DACHSHUND
controller (Section IV-C). In the following, we describe this
interplay in more detail.

Having discussed the foundation of existing attacks and
defenses, we now introduce the threat model and our assumptions on defense techniques that will be considered throughout
the paper. These assumptions are in accordance with the
environment of other proposed attack techniques [2], [49].
A. Defense Techniques
We first list the defense techniques that we assume to be
deployed in the operating system or the target application:
Non Writable Code: We assume that Data Execution Prevention (DEP) is in place, ensuring that the code pages are
not writable and thus defending against direct shellcode
injections.
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Controller
C=0x9090

Fuzzer
var a=0^
0x9090;

C=0x9090

Edge

JIT Inspector

Chrome
...
xor rax,rax
mov rax,0x9090
...

JIT

eval("
var a=0^0x9090;
");

FOUND
0x9090 at
0x04072710

Optim.

Fig. 1.

Overview of the Dachshund architecture and its three components.

We feed the JavaScript code snippets that are generated
by the fuzzing component to two popular browsers: Microsoft
Edge and Google Chrome (and their corresponding JavaScript
engines: Chakra and V8, respectively). We exclude Mozilla
Firefox from our experiments, as its JavaScript engine does
not implement constant blinding.

A. Fuzzing Component
In the first component of DACHSHUND, we aim to trigger attacker-controllable constants in JIT compiled code. We
follow a similar goal to Athanasakis et al. [2] and leverage immediate values in JavaScript statements to emit gadgets in the
JIT-compiled code. In their paper, the authors exploit the fact
that browsers only blind large constants (e.g., Chrome and IE
blind values larger than two bytes). We do not limit ourselves
to two-byte gadgets and instead challenge the completeness of
the constant blinding implementation. That is, we aim to find
edge cases in which constant blinding is not applied, or cases
where this blinding is reverted by various browser components
(such as optimizers).

B. JIT Inspector Component
The JIT inspector component relates integer constants in
randomly generated JavaScript code to the sequence of bytes
representing the same number in the JIT-compiled machine
code. Technically, we attach to the renderer process of the
browser and inspect its code pages created at runtime. Once
the magic value encoded by the fuzzing component is found,
the JIT inspector has likely found a constant that has survived
the blinding phase.

To search for these edge cases, we leverage code fuzzing.
Code fuzzing has a long history as a dynamic testing approach
to identify software vulnerabilities [45], [28] (including in
browsers). Instead of searching for bugs, we leverage code
fuzzing to generate a large diversity of JavaScript code snippets
to trigger cases in which constants might not be blinded.
Our main idea is to encode “magic” constants in the fuzzed
JavaScript code that DACHSHUND’s JIT inspector (cf. Section IV-B) can identify.

However, to fully understand when to inspect the code
pages, it is important to note that JavaScript engines implement
multiple levels of compilation. Typically, the first-level JIT
compiler is fast but produces low-performance code, which
is then optimized by a second-level JIT compiler if it has
been executed frequently. We refer to the first level compiler
as a baseline compiler and the second level as an optimizing
compiler. In our experiments, we consider the code generated
by both compilers, as the attacker has full control of triggering
either of the two compilers by carefully choosing how often
she executes a piece of code.

We implemented our fuzzer based on jsfunfuzz [45], a
JavaScript fuzzer that is heavily used in testing the Firefox’s
JavaScript engine. Technically, jsfunfuzz generates random
JavaScript function bodies (including invalid ones) to test
JavaScript engines for vulnerabilities, also covering newly
introduced features such as in ECMAScript 6. We extended
jsfunfuzz to adjust it to our needs: (i) we modified the code
generator to reduce the likelihood that code generates syntax
errors, and (ii) we increased the chance of large integer
immediate values appearing in the generated code. The reason
for modification (ii) is straightforward, as we want to test if
allegedly-blinded immediate values (i.e., larger ones in the
range [217 , 232 )) are emitted by the compiler. Thus, we want
to maximize their incidence in the generated JavaScript code.
Modification (i) is required to reach the compilation stage,
which will not be the case if the generated JavaScript code
contains a syntax error. This again highlights the difference
between our motivation for code fuzzing and the typical
motivation for triggering software vulnerabilities.

A distinction between Chrome and Edge has to be made
when the compilers kick in. Edge has an interpreter that
interprets the JavaScript code until it becomes warm (i.e., when
it is executed around 50 times). Only after that, a JavaScript
function is compiled by the baseline compiler. In contrast,
Chrome skips the interpreting step and directly compiles the
JavaScript function upon first execution. Consequently, to
trigger a baseline compilation of a JavaScript function, one has
to call the function once for Chrome and 50 times for Edge—
again, a parameter that is under full control of the attacker.
In both browsers, a baseline-compiled JavaScript function is
recompiled by the optimizing compiler after it becomes hot
(i.e., after it is executed over 1000 times). The optimizing
compiler leverages code analysis techniques to produce highly
4

(CC4) The controller then triggers the JIT inspector to find
constants that survived blinding. It passes all constants
that are in the JavaScript code generated in (CC1) to
the JIT inspector. If the JIT inspector returns positive
matches, these are logged accordingly.

efficient code (e.g., by incorporating inferred type information
or function inlining). To trigger an optimization of a JavaScript
function, one has to call it more than 1000 times. However,
given the runtime of short JavaScript functions, this is not a
practical burden to attackers, i.e., it can be optimized in a
matter of milliseconds.

(CC5) The controller then triggers the optimization compiler
on jsfun by calling the function 2000 times and repeats
step (CC4) on the optimized code.

Putting all this together, the basic algorithm of the JIT
inspector is the following:
(J1) The JIT inspector receives a set of integers (the magic
values) as an input that has to be found in the JITcompiled code.
(J2) It attaches itself to the required renderer process of the
tested browser (i.e., the correct browser tab containing the
tested JavaScript code).
(J3) By looking at the permissions of the memory pages, the
JIT inspector retrieves a set of pages that were generated
by the JIT compiler. It does so by scanning for pages with
RWX protection in Chrome and RX protection in Edge.
(J4) Functions in these code pages are separated by 0x00
bytes in Chrome and 0xcc (int3) bytes in Edge. Therefore, starting from a page boundary, the JIT inspector can
easily identify all functions, and extracts the corresponding machine code.
(J5) As a final step, the JIT inspector searches for the input
integers (J1) in the machine code. In case of a match, the
JIT inspector returns the disassembly of the function that
contains the constant(s).

D. Experimental Results
After implementing DACHSHUND for Edge and Chrome,
we experimented to test the constant blinding efficacy of these
two browsers. We ran DACHSHUND in a VirtualBox virtual
machine, running Windows 10 on an Intel i5-4690 CPU having
3.50 GHz and 8 GB RAM. We ran each experiment for two
hours per browser. In this time, DACHSHUND detected 124
constants in Chrome and 58 in Edge. Some of these results
contained similar JavaScript statements involving emitted constants; therefore, we manually filtered them to get unique cases
only, which resulted in 22 different cases in Chrome and 21
in Edge. We manually verified these cases and in all instances
found a true positive, i.e., we successfully found a non-blinded
constant. In Chrome, constants were only emitted by the
optimizing compiler, while in Edge constants were found in
both baseline and optimizing stages. The summarized outcome
of the experiments is that many JavaScript constants are
directly emitted into machine code—despite constant blinding.
In the following, we will categorize these cases into classes of
constants that bypassed the blinding process.

Note that in the last step (J5), where we search for the
integer values in the machine code, we may encounter false
positives. That is, machine code may accidentally contain the
value that we searched for, which was however not a consequence of the JavaScript code. We can deal with false positives
in two ways: (i) We can manually inspect the disassembled
output of the machine code to verify that it indeed corresponds
to a JavaScript statement, or (ii) we can reuse the same
JavaScript function with a different set of immediate values,
and check if we get the match again. For the sake of simplicity,
we used the first approach and manually inspected all constants
found by DACHSHUND, while the latter solution is a fullyautomated way to exclude any chance of false positives.

Experiment results from both of the browsers showed that
a major source of constants were arguments to Math functions.
Math is a built-in JavaScript object, containing basic mathematical functions and constants. Immediate values passed as
an argument to Math functions (like Math.round(0x1234))
end up in the JIT-compiled code. Manual verification showed
that the optimizing compiler of Chrome also emits constants
when calling any other functions, such as built-in functions
of JavaScript (e.g., Array.push(...)) or even user-defined
ones. In assembly, these constants are emitted when argument
registers are set or when arguments are pushed on the stack.
Consequently, calling a function with more parameters (e.g.,
Math.max(X, Y)) or calling them multiple times emits more
constants.

C. Controller Component
As a third and last component, we add a controller that
steers the interplay between the fuzzer and inspector components. The goal of the controller is to steer synchronization
between fuzzer and inspector. The controller does so in the
following repeating steps:

In Edge, however, the situation is different. Manual verification showed that all the emitted constants (not only from
function calling) are coming from the same assembly instruction, namely storing the constant into a register. Moreover,
this instruction is always located at the beginning of the
function, after the prologue, and not where the actual statement
(involving the constant) is compiled. This is likely caused by a
caching mechanism of Edge, which stores an immediate value
in an unused register to use it later in a function.

(CC1) The controller instruments the fuzzing component to
generate a textual representation of a new JavaScript
function (jsfunStr).
(CC2) Using eval, the controller generates a JavaScript function from jsfunStr (jsfun=eval(jsfunStr)).

For example, consider the following JavaScript code:

(CC3) If eval fails (i.e., jsfunStr has a syntax error), return
to step (CC1). Otherwise, the controller compiles jsfun
by calling it either once (Chrome) or fifty times (Edge),
triggering the respective baseline compilers.

function jsfun() {
return Math.trunc(0x12345678);
}

5

Chakra, Edge’s JIT engine, will compile this statement into
the following sequence of assembly instructions:

m = i ? 0x12345678 :

0 test rax,rax

0x23456789

1 je 4
2 mov ebx,23456789h
3 jmp 5

...
; prologue
mov rsi,0x1000012345678 ; Emitted constant
...
; Other function code
mov r9, rsi ; Setting Math.trunc parameter
...
; Setting other parameters
call r12
; Call Math.trunc
...
; Other code + epilogue

4 mov ebx,12345678h
switch(j){

0 mov rdx,[rbp+20h]

case 0x23232323: m++;

1 cmp edx,23232323h

}

2 jne XXX

0x34343434[j]

0 mov rdx,3434343400000000h
1 ;set other parameters
2 call GetProperty

m = j ˆ 0x45454545

As it can be seen, the constant 0x12345678 is emitted as
part of a 64-bit constant. Note that Edge uses 48-bit values for
constants. Thus, the least significant bit of the first two bytes
denotes the tag bit and indicates type of the encoded value,
that is an integer constant in our example. The instruction
mov rsi,XXX is the integer constant caching behavior of
Edge, which we mentioned earlier. Interestingly, Edge uses
the cached integer value not only when the constant value
itself is used, but also when other (similar) integers are used.
For example, to set an integer constant 0x12340000 in an rax
register, Edge utilizes the cached value and emits the following
code:

0 mov rax,[rbp+20h]
1 xor eax,45454545h

globvar = 0x56565656

0 mov rax,1AF729D6001h
1 mov r10,5656565600000000h
2 mov [rax+0Fh],r10

globarr[i] = 0x67676767

0 mov [rdx+XXX],67676767h

return 0x12121212

0 mov rax,1212121200000000h

Fig. 2. Gadget emitting JavaScript statements in Chrome and their corresponding disassembly after rewriting.

For demonstration purposes, we inject the same set of
gadgets that was used by Athanasakis et al. [2] to set the
argument registers for the VirtualProtect function:

lea rax,[rsi-0x5678] ;set rax to 0x12340000

pop
pop
pop
pop
pop

The difference between the cached and target value is
encoded in lea. If needed, this can be further exercised by
an attacker to emit more than one constant per function.
Summing up, Edge emits constants in both phases of
compilation (baseline and optimizing), but emits only one
constant per function, located at the beginning of the compiled
function. This does not limit the attacker, as she is able to
compile many small functions to emit multiple gadgets. In
contrast, Chrome’s JavaScript optimizer emits integer constants
as part of the compiled statement involving the constant, and
thus can be used multiple times to emit many constants in the
same function

r8,
r9,
rcx,
rdx,
rax,

ret
ret
ret
ret
ret

;
;
;
;
;

4158
4159
59
5a
58

c3
c3
c3
c3
c3

1) Chrome: In Chrome, we created the following single
JavaScript function containing the immediate constants that
correspond to the required gadgets:
function chromeGadgets() {
globar[0] = 0xc35841;
globar[1] = 0xc35941;
globar[2] =-0x3ca7a5a7;
}

In general, DACHSHUND found many more ways
to embed integers that survive blinding. Other nonblinded JavaScript statements include: ternary operators
(c ? 0x12345678: 0x9abcdef), return statements (return
0x12345678), cases of a switch statement (case
0x12345678:), a bit-wise operations (i=jˆ0x12345678),
writing an integer to a global variable (glob=0x12345678), or
to an array element (arr[0]=0x12345678). Figure 2 shows
the aforementioned gadget emitting statements in Chrome
and their corresponding x86 code after compilation. This
demonstrates that popular constant blinding implementations
are far from complete, as many typical code constructs are not
touched by the compiler—not even the textbook JIT spraying
example of variable assignments.

As we have seen, writing an immediate constant to an array
element emits it to the JIT code after compilation. Therefore,
in chromeGadgets, we write the required constants into
globar, which is a global array declared outside the function.
Note that the order of the bytes are swapped in integer constants because of the little-endian format of the underlying x86
machine. Furthermore, to also use the most significant bit in
the last gadget, we use a negative number -0x3ca7a5a7 that
will be represented in binary as 0xc3585a59. After executing
this function multiple times, i.e., triggering the optization,
the optimizing compiler of Chrome generates the following
sequence of instructions:

E. Proof-of-Concept Gadget Generation
mov [rbx+0x1B], 0x00C35841 ; c7431b4158c300
mov [rbx+0x23], 0x00C35941 ; c743234159c300
mov [rbx+0x2B], 0xC3585A59 ; c7432b595a58c3

As a final step of our evaluation, we leverage the
previously-observed shortcomings in constant blinding implementations in order to create JavaScript functions that emit
meaningful gadgets into the executable memory.
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2) Edge: In Edge, given constant caching, we had to create
three separate functions to generate the required set of gadgets
(note that this is not a limitation as we are not constrained by
the maximum number of created functions):

The possible downside of a proxy-based solution is that
we rely on all clients in a network to use a Web proxy for
browsing. This also means that the proxy has to intermediate
HTTPS traffic and thus provides custom certificates for HTTPS
communication between the browser and the proxy. While
this might sound cumbersome, most corporate proxy vendors
offer such capability. HTTPS traffic inspection is de facto
standard in many organizations that leverage next-generation
firewalls, such as Baracuda Networks [4], Forcepoint [21],
Palo Alto Networks [42], MS Forefront [22], Blue Coat [7],
Fortigate [23], Zscaler [57]. We will discuss this in more detail
in Section VI. Note, however, that the design choice of where
to deploy JavaScript-based rewriting can be changed depending
on the needs.

function r8(){ Math.trunc(0xc35841); }
function r9(){ Math.trunc(0xc35941); }
function racdx(){
Math.trunc(-0x3CA7A5A7);
}

Triggering the compilation of each of these functions, i.e.,
calling them 50 times, resulted the required gadgets at the
beginning of the corresponding functions. The following is the
disassembly of the instructions emitting the gadgets:

A. Basic Idea

mov rsi,0x1000000C35841; 48be4158c30000000100
mov rsi,0x1000000C35941; 48be4159c30000000100
mov rsi,0x10000C3585A59; 48be595a58c300000100

V.

The core of our idea is to rewrite JavaScript code into
semantically equivalent code that does not contain any integer
constants. There are several alternatives for how integer constants can be replaced. A simple example of such replacement
would be to split an integer constant into parts (similar to
constant blinding), changing the constant X into Y◦Z, where
◦ is any JavaScript operation such that Y◦Z=X. However,
as we modify the JavaScript code, this operation would be
easily folded by the compiler and X would still be emitted.
Another solution is to generate a new Number object every
time a constant is used, e.g., via parseInt, which takes a
string representation of a number as an input and outputs
its corresponding Number object. This replacement would
transform a constant X into a statement: parseInt(’X’).
A drawback of this method is that it executes a parseInt
function call every time an integer constant is used, thus greatly
decreasing performance. In the following, we show how this
can be optimized.

D EFENDING AGAINST C ONSTANTS

DACHSHUND has revealed that major browsers are susceptible to emitting attacker-controlled four-byte values into executable code. Even though Chrome and Edge deploy constant
blinding to defend against gadget emission, their implementation is still not complete. While it was already known that
constant blinding implementations emit two-byte gadgets [2],
our automated DACHSHUND framework discovered that even
four-byte integer constants are emitted in certain scenarios.
There are several options to solve the aforementioned
problems. The naı̈ve and likely the most efficient solution
would be to modify the JavaScript engines in the browsers to
incorporate constant blinding in all missing cases (e.g., inlining
integer constants in Chrome’s optimizing compiler or preloading registers in Edge). This would remove the problem of
arbitrary four-byte gadget generation, presumably without too
much overhead. However, to also get rid of two-byte gadgets,
constant blinding schemes in the browsers must be extended
to cover integer constants of all sizes, significantly degrading
the performance [2]. In addition, changing the JIT compiler is
not always possible, especially in closed-source browsers; at
the very least, it requires compiler-specific engineering effort
to cover all browsers.

In our prototype, we hide integer constants by replacing
them with global objects. For example, a JavaScript statement
var i=1234 will be replaced by the following pair of statements:
window.__c1234=parseInt(’1’);
window.__c1234=parseInt(’1234’);

These statements will be prepended at the beginning of the
script. During the initialization of these global variables, we
use parseInt such that the assignment does not emit the
constant. In the case of a call to parseInt, the argument is
a string and therefore only the reference to that string (and
not its value) will be emitted to the executable compiled code.
Additionally, as it is seen in the example, we initialize the
same object twice: first with some random number, and second
with the original value. This is necessary to trick the optimizer
into thinking that the value of the global object is changing,
otherwise the global integer will be inlined into the compiled
code. This modification shows the intuition behind our defense:
First, by replacing integer constants with global objects, we
get rid of integer literals from JavaScript code, which is the
main reason of gadget-emission in Edge; And second, we mark
these global objects as volatile (i.e., they can be modified by
other parties at any point) by setting their values multiple
times. This will force the optimizer to resolve their values
at runtime instead of inlining them into the code, successfully

Alternatively, we propose to randomize the JavaScript code
before the code is delivered to the browser. As DACHSHUND
identified, the main source of gadgets in JIT-compiled code
is inlined or cached integer constants. Consequently, the main
idea of our defense is to remove these constants by rewriting
the JavaScript code. We prototype our technique as part of
a Web proxy that mediates Web traffic between clients and
servers. Once implemented, our solution protects any client
behind the Web proxy. One could also implement the same
approach as a browser extension to target specific browsers
separately. Browser-aware implementation can be optimized
to only rewrite the parts of the JavaScript that are attackercontrollable in the specific browser, thus reducing the performance overhead caused by the rewriting. However, as our
main goal was to prove the efficacy (and not efficiency) of a
solution based on JavaScript rewriting, we opted for a proxybased rewriting that is agnostic to the specific browsers.
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The general workflow of the rewriter can be summarized
in the following steps:

removing the sources of gadgets in Chrome. We have manually
verified that compilers replace neither window.__c1234 nor
parseInt(’1234’) with the integer 1234 in none of the
browsers.

(RW1) The rewriter takes JavaScript code as input and derives
its AST.
(RW2) The rewriter traverses the generated AST. For each
literal node (i.e., integer or string immediate values), the
rewriter distinguishes the following cases:
• Integer constants (e.g., 123) are replaced
with a node corresponding to the statement
(e.g.,
window.__c123).
Then,
the
rewriter
adds initialization code for this node (e.g.,

However, removing constants from JavaScript code is a
little more complex than that. Because JavaScript has implicit
conversion between types, which can also be inlined, e.g., by
the optimizing compiler of Chrome. Therefore, we have to
additionally protect against possible implicit type conversions.
For example, a JavaScript statement var i=’1234’ & 5678
will also emit 1234 as an integer constant. We handle these
cases by finding all strings that can be implicitly converted
to integers and call the toString method on them (var
i=(’1234’).toString() & 5678). This returns a new string
object every time it is called and therefore is not optimized.
Other string methods (such as substr) can also be used as
an alternative. There are other possibilities in JavaScript of
implicit type conversions to integers, e.g., from Boolean to
integer (true→1, false→0), from Array to integer ([]→0). To
trigger the conversion, these objects must be used as a part of
arithmetic operations, which will then try to convert them to
the most reasonable integers. We will discuss these cases in
Section VI.

init+=’window.__c’+
123+’=parseInt("’+123+’");’)

• String constants representing numbers (e.g., ’1234’)
are replaced with an AST node of the statement:
(’1234’).toString() to avoid implicit casts to
(possibly constant) numbers.
(RW3) Finally, the rewriter generates JavaScript code that
corresponds to the updated AST, notably including the
global variables’ initialization scripts.
The JavaScript rewriter becomes an integral part of the
Web proxy. That is, we modify responses from server to
client (i.e., browser). If the response is a JavaScript file (C1),
we directly return the rewritten result to the client. In case
of an HTML file, we extract and rewrite inline JavaScript
between script tags (C2) and inline event handlers (C3). For
dynamic code (C4), we inject new JavaScript code as the
first element of the head tag, which hooks the dynamic code
generator functions (e.g., eval, Function, setTimeout,
setInterval) and dynamically rewrites the code (i.e., the
first argument of these functions) before calling the original
function. For dynamic HTML elements (C5), we attach a
mutation observer to the document object. This allows us to
react to DOM tree modifications by the attacker. For each node
that is modified in the DOM tree, we check if it is a script tag
or if it contains a script tag in its child nodes, and if so, we
extract and rewrite its JavaScript content.

To eradicate all integer constants, we rewrite all possible
places where JavaScript code can be written. We distinguish
between the following five cases:
(C1) An external JavaScript file referenced using a src attribute of an HTML script tag, such as:
<script src="jsfile.js"></script>

(C2) JavaScript inside an HTML script tag, such as:
<script>/*JS code*/</script>

(C3) Inline event handlers, defined inside HTML tags, e.g.:
<img onclick="/*JS code*/" />

(C4) Dynamically created JavaScript code, e.g., by using one
of the following methods:
eval("/*JS code*/")
Function("/*JS code*/")
setTimeout("/*JS code*/", 0)
setInterval("/*JS code*/", 0)

Note that in order to rewrite dynamically generated
code (e.g., for (C4) and (C5)), we use synchronous
XMLHttpRequest requests from our hooked JavaScript functions and mutation observer to the proxy. The JavaScript code
that needs to be modified is added to the request. The response
from the proxy contains the rewritten JavaScript code.

(C5) Dynamically created HTML nodes, which an attacker
might use to inject new JavaScript code, such as:
head.appendChild(/*DOM node*/)
el.innerHTML="<script>/*JS code*/</script>"

In the following, we will describe the implementation
details of how we actually handled these cases.

C. Evaluation
In the following, we evaluate our implemented defense
technique. First and foremost, we test the efficacy of the
solution and apply DACHSHUND to reveal if there are remaining attacker-controlled constants in the JIT-emitted code.
Second, we evaluate the performance overhead of the proposed
solution. As we rewrite the JavaScript code that is executed in a
browser, we consider two sources of overhead: (i) the overhead
caused by rewriting JavaScript code, and (ii) the performance
overhead of the rewritten JavaScript code, running inside a
browser. We evaluate the latter in Google Chrome 50 and
Microsoft Edge 25. The underlying system is Windows 10
running on an Intel Core i7-2670QM machine with 2.20GHz
frequency and 6GB RAM.

B. Implementation Details
We implemented our prototype in Node.js [39], using the
http-mitm-proxy package [30] as a basis for an HTTP proxy. To
identify all constants in JavaScript code, we use Esprima [19],
a JavaScript parser with full support for ECMAScript 6. We
leverage the abstract syntax tree (AST) to identify integer
constants or string constants representing numbers. We leverage Estraverse [20] to traverse the AST and replace AST
nodes (e.g., replacing number literals with global objects).
Finally, we use Escodegen [18] to generate JavaScript code
that corresponds to the updated AST.
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m = i ? __c12345678 :

0 test rax,rax

m+=0x12000000|

0 mov ebx, [rbx+13h]

__c23456789

1 je 5

0x00340000|

1 add ebx,12345678h

2 mov rbx,&__c12345678

0x00005600|

3 mov ebx,[rbx+13h]

0x00000078;

4 jmp 7

m+=__c12000000|

0 mov rax,&__c12000000

5 mov rbx,&__c23456789

__c00340000|

1 mov eax,[rax+13h]

6 mov ebx,[rbx+13h]

__c00005600|

2 mov rbx,&__c00340000

switch(j){

0 mov rbx,&__c23232323

__c00000078;

3 mov ebx,[rbx+13h]

case __c23232323: m++;

1 mov ebx,[rbx+13h]

4 or ebx,eax

}

2 cmp edx,ebx

5 mov rax,&__c00005600

3 jne XXX

6 mov eax,[rax+13h]

0 mov rax,&__c34343434

7 or eax,ebx

1 mov eax,[rax+13h]

8 mov rbx,&__c00000078

2 ;set other parameters

9 mov ebx,[rbx+13h]

3 call GetProperty

10 or ebx,eax

__c34343434[j]

m = j ˆ __c45454545

0 mov rbx,&__c45454545

Fig. 4. Constant splitting in JavaScript (Chrome) before and after rewriting.

1 mov ebx,[rbx+13h]
2 mov rdx,[rbp+20h]
3 xor ebx,edx
globvar = __c56565656

implicitly converted to integers. For example, Hieroglyphy [32]
uses conversion between arrays ([...]) and objects ({...})
to integers. Using these conversions inside the function does
not emit attacker-controlled values. However, they can be used
by the attacker to initialize a global variable and then use
the global variable inside the function to inject the required
value. Because the global variable will be initialized once, by
the attacker, it will be inlined into the code (by Chrome),
emitting the gadgets. This problem can be solved using a
similar technique that we used before. That is, we can replace
global variable initializations in the code by initializing the
global variable with a random number first, and then setting it
to the original value. This way, optimizer will have to resolve
the value of the global variable at runtime and will not be able
to inline it into the code. Although we manually verified that
this modification indeed removes the attacker-controlled values
from the code, it is not included in the current implementation
of our defense scheme.

0 mov rax,&__c56565656
1 mov edx,[rax+13h]
2 mov rax,&globvar
3 mov [rax+0Fh],rdx

globarr[i] = __c67676767

0 mov rax,&__c67676767
1 mov eax,[rax+13h]
2 mov [rbx+XXX],eax

return __c12121212

0 mov rax,&__c12121212
1 mov eax,[rax+13h]

Fig. 3. Gadget emitting JavaScript statements in Chrome and their corresponding disassembly after rewriting. &__cXXXXXXXX denotes the address of
the corresponding JavaScript global variable.

1) Rewriting Efficacy: First, we evaluate the correctness of
the rewriter to see if all integer constants are indeed eradicated
from the JIT-compiled code. Therefore, we tested the rewriter
against all JavaScript functions found by DACHSHUND. Initially, we verified that all these functions actually emitted
integer constants, i.e., we did not get any false positives from
DACHSHUND. We found that all 22 different functions in
Chrome and 21 in Edge did emit integer constants into the
code. We then modified these functions with our JavaScript
rewriter and ran the experiment again. After rewriting, none
of the JavaScript functions emitted any integer constants in
the JIT code, neither for Chrome nor Edge, proving the
completeness of the rewriter. Figure 2 shows the disassembly
of the native code of the gadget-emitting statements in Chrome,
whereas Figure 3 shows the same statements and their disassembly after applying our rewriter.

Other obfuscation techniques of JavaScript code also contain integer splitting to hide their values. For example, instead of having a single constant var i=0x12345678, the
attacker might try to split it (e.g., into separate bytes):
var i=0x12000000|0x340000|0x5600|0x78. After optimization, these constants will be folded by the compiler
into a single integer and will be emitted into the JIT-code.
However, our rewriter will turn each of these constants into
global objects, forbidding both constant folding and inlining
(Figure 4).
2) Rewriting Overhead: To evaluate the overhead of the
JavaScript rewriter, we chose to measure the rewriting overhead of two popular and large JavaScript libraries, jQuery
(version 2.2.3) and AngularJS (version 1.5.5). These libraries
are commonly embedded in typical Web applications and
are relatively large compared to other custom JavaScript
implementations (jQuery has 259 kB, AngularJS 1.1 MB).
Moreover, both of these libraries also provide the compressed
(i.e., “minified”) versions to reduce the download size (jQuery
86 kB, AngularJS 158 kB). For the evaluation, we rewrote
these libraries (both compressed and uncompressed) 200 times.
We measured the time required to rewrite these libraries,
including all steps (RW1) up to (RW3). The results of the
evaluation are presented in the following.

The code examples, found by DACHSHUND, cover only directly used JavaScript integer constants. While this is sufficient
for Edge, where the source for emitted gadgets are integer
caching, optimizing compiler of Chrome can still inline the
values after implicit conversion. To test the rewriting efficacy
of implicit constants (i.e., from string objects to integers in
our case), we did manual verification. More specifically, we
created JavaScript functions containing string literals that are
implicitly converted to integer types. After rewriting, all these
string literals were converted to string objects (via invoking
toString on them), and thus did not emit any integer values.
However, strings are not the only JavaScript objects that are
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150
145

Minified

100

63

101

50

51

Rewrite Time (ms)

zlib In order to test the performance of the compiler, zlib uses
eval. This causes the rewrite time of our rewriter to be
added to the runtime of the script, as the code passed
to eval needs to be rewritten dynamically. Additionally,
the compiled zlib script extensively uses integer constants
that further degrade the performance.
CodeLoad This benchmark measures how quickly a JavaScript engine can execute a script after loading it. CodeLoad uses eval to compile JQuery and Closure libraries
and therefore again includes the rewriting time.

Uncompressed

While the use of dynamic code (like in eval) degrades
performance, we cannot exclude such code from our rewriter,
as it would give a possibility to the attacker to enter constants using dynamic code. However, the experiments have
shown that it is mainly dynamic code rewriting that causes
performance impacts, and libraries that do not leverage such
dynamic code have an acceptable overhead. Without the two
poorly-performing benchmarks, the overhead decreases to 12%
in Chrome and 13% in Edge. Note that the overhead of
popular libraries could be eliminated by whitelisting (and
thus not rewriting) trusted scripts, as our threat model is
only relevant to non-trusted and attacker-controlled JavaScript
inputs. Alternatively, our rewriter could cache popular libraries
after they have been already rewritten to provide them to the
client without any rewriting overhead.

0
AngularJS

Averaged times for rewriting JavaScript libraries
Proxy

18,528

20,820

2

Orig
26,495

Average Octane Score

·104

24,245

Fig. 5.

JQuery

1

To put things into perspective, we now compare the performance of our scheme with the performance of a non-optimized
JIT compiler. The intuition here is that our suggested attack
technique against Chrome relies on abusing output of the
optimizing compiler. Disabling the optimizing compiler thus is
a viable alternative to protect against attacker-induced gadgets.
Therefore, we performed another experiment and also included
Chrome with a disabled optimizing compiler (by running
Chrome with the V8 flags noopt and nocrankshaft).
Figure 7 shows the complete list of all Octane benchmarks,
running in three modifications of Chrome: (i) original, (ii)
original with proxy (i.e., rewritten JavaScript), and (iii) with
the optimizing compiler disabled. As can be seen, with the
exception of the two libraries that require rewriting of dynamic
code, our proposed solution outperforms the disabled optimizer
by around a factor of eight and thus seems to be the preferable
option.

0
Chrome

Fig. 6.

Edge

Averaged Octane scores in Chrome and Edge

The minified versions of the libraries took less time to be
rewritten. On average, rewriting AngularJS took 145 ms and
101 ms for the uncompressed and minified versions, respectively. Rewriting jQuery took 63 ms and 51 ms, respectively
(see Figure 5). We argue that this overhead of a mere 100 ms
is acceptable to typical Web users, as network latencies and
bandwidth constraints are more significant when loading these
libraries. In addition, note that rewriting is a one-time effort
and the rewritten JavaScript library can be cached by the proxy
as well as on the client side. Such caching mechanisms are part
of COTS browsers and require no further client software modifications. Finally, rewriting multiple scripts simultaneously is
an effort that can be trivially parallelized to further improve
performance.

Although the overhead for dynamic scripts seems
significant, our JavaScript rewriter usually completes in a
matter of milliseconds. Rewriting a JavaScript library as big
as jQuery takes, on average, less than 60 ms (see Figure 5).
This can be further improved by incorporating caching in
our proxy, using hashes of the dynamic script as a key. This
way, for example, when compiling a jQuery library 100
times using eval (e.g., as done in CodeLoad), the rewriter
spends 60 ms on the initial request and serves the subsequent
requests without any delay caused by the rewriting process.

3) Runtime Overhead: Next, we evaluate the runtime overhead that is incurred on the client side due to the modified
JavaScript code. To this end, we leverage Octane, a commonlyused benchmark framework for JavaScript engines [40]. For
the evaluation, we took the averaged scores from 5 runs of
Octane benchmarks. JavaScript runtime showed the following results: Figure 6 illustrates the performance comparisons
between the original and the rewritten engine. The unit is
the score measured by the Octane benchmarks, and higher is
better. On average, we measure 21% performance decrease in
Chrome and 24% in Edge. The average overhead is significant,
but performance is mainly degraded by a few outliers in the
benchmark suite, such as:
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VI.

D ISCUSSION

easier. But the more fundamental observation is the fact that
we found that constants that should have been blinded were,
in fact, not successfully blinded.

In this section, we revisit the two proposed frameworks,
and discuss their implications and possible limitations.

B. Limitations of Dachshund

A. Implications of Dachshund

DACHSHUND uses code fuzzing, which is known to be
incomplete in terms of code coverage and cases that it explores.
We have shown that our technique is quite successful for
discovering leftover constants in JIT-compiled code. However,
similar to other fuzzing techniques, DACHSHUND cannot be
used to prove that JIT engines do not emit attacker-controlled
constants. DACHSHUND could be combined with static code
analysis to fulfill this higher goal.

DACHSHUND has revealed several ways attackers can inject
arbitrary long gadgets into JIT-compiled code. We will now
discuss how this is relevant from a security perspective.
How bad is attacker-induced shellcode, really?
One could argue that additional defense schemes in browsers
will protect against control-flow diversion attacks, regardless
of whether an attacker can inject shellcode or not. While
this argument is not wrong per se, we believe that our
findings have important implications anyway. First, constant
blinding is part of the two most popular browsers, and—as we
find—a security feature that can be easily circumvented by
attackers. Relying on such schemes is only helpful if they are
also implemented correctly. Otherwise, as we find, they give
security guarantees that do not hold in practice. Second, attacks
in the past have demonstrated that even additional security
mechanisms such as CFI or sandboxing cannot protect against
successful browser exploitation. We thus argue that it is not
an “either-or” question which security mechanisms to use; we
see the need for complementary techniques to defend against
browser threats. Finally, predictable gadgets may also have
severe security implications on even stronger threat models.
For example, assuming that the location of gadgets can be
identified, schemes that propose non-readable code (such as
Execute-no-Read proposals [3], [12], [13]) can potentially be
evaded. We will perform such an evaluation in future work.

Furthermore, DACHSHUND leverages immediate constants
in JavaScript code to evade constant blinding. It may also be
possible to find other types of attacker-controllable constants,
such as values embedded in control-flow statements (e.g.,
constants encoded in relative offsets). However, our findings
show that an attacker does not even need to search for other
types of constants, given plenty of immediate ones.
C. Limitations of the Defense
Our proposal to defend against constants has certain limitations, which we address next. As already mentioned, our
proxy-based solution requires that HTTPS-secured content can
also be rewritten. This means that certificate validation will be
done by the proxy and the client needs to trust certificates
handed out by the proxy. However, in corporate settings, such
HTTPS-enabled proxies are quite common and serve to inspect
client communication for multiple purposes (e.g., caching,
protecting against information leakage, identifying HTTPSbased malware communication, etc.) Our rewriting logic can
easily be integrated into existing proxies.

Does it matter that you found four-byte constants?
DACHSHUND is not the first work to target constant blinding
schemes. Athanasakis et al. [2] had already proven that twobyte constants are sufficient to assemble suitable ROP chains.
However, we looked at the problem from a different angle.
Instead of using constants that are excluded from the blinding
process (because they are too short), we inspected whether
constants actually survive constant blinding. Indeed, four-byte
gadgets give an adversary more flexibility in the types of
gadgets to use and make building a ROP chain significantly

An alternative to a proxy implementation would be to
embed our method as a browser extension. This way users
will have more control over the rewriter, e.g., they can request
on-demand rewriting of certain pages or whitelist trusted
pages. Also, HTTPS-based content will be no problem for
an extension-based rewriter, as rewriting happens after a page
is already loaded. However, the extension will face a race
11

on the stack are referenced by adding their offset to rbp. The
offset is encoded as a part of the instruction, and thus is emitted
to the code. By varying the number of function parameters,
the attacker might generate useful gadgets. However, this
attack is limited by the number of possible arguments that
a function can have, limiting the attacker to incomplete two
bytes. Alternatively, Maisuradze et al. [36] demonstrated that
an adversary can use relative offsets encoded in control flow
instructions (e.g., conditional jumps or calls). By carefully
choosing certain code sizes, attackers can change the values encoded in these instructions, such as relative offsets of branches
(e.g., if/else) or calls (e.g., between caller and callee).
Complementary techniques, such as code randomization (e.g.,
NOP insertions) or control-flow-changing code rewriting might
help to defend against such cases as a probabilistic defense.
We leave these ideas open for future work.

condition with the running JavaScript, i.e., JavaScript on the
page may be executed before the extension finishes rewriting.
This problem can be solved by disabling JavaScript execution
for all pages until the rewriter terminates.
A technical challenge for our solution is potential deficiencies in the HTML/JavaScript parser. We might face cases
in which the parser fails to parse the code. There are two
possibilities for dealing with unparsable scripts: (i) we block
the script, or (ii) we allow the script without modification.
Solution (ii) lowers the security, because an adversary may
find out a way to create a script that is unparsable but is still
tolerated (and executed) in browsers. However, using (i) may
block scripts that come from legitimate sources, thus modifying the semantics of the page. A solution to the aforementioned
problem could be to extract all immediate constants by alternative means (e.g., using regular expressions) from unparsable
scripts and replace them with the safe alternatives. However, in
summary, non-parseable scripts are not a fundamental problem
of our approach, but more a technical challenge for parser
implementations.

The discussion above has shown that we are not aware
of any obfuscation technique that evades our defense. That
said, it might be possible that JIT compilers change, or simply
that attackers may find novel evasion tricks that we have not
discussed. In any case, this is not a fundamental limitation of
our defense, but (as the examples above show) we can likely
further improve code rewriting to gain complete coverage over
any attacker-controlled constant that we might have missed in
the current prototype implementation.

One weakness of our defense technique is that future JIT
compilers might convert global objects into integers as part
of the JIT code optimization. The basic idea why we replace
integer constants with global objects is that the global variables
in JavaScript are volatile and can be modified by every function
running in the same context, e.g., by a JavaScript function
running at some time intervals. Therefore, these global variables, even though they encode integer values, will not be
inlined. However, if a global variable is first moved into a local
variable, then the local variable can be inlined if necessary. We
manually tested multiple such cases in Chrome and found out
that the JIT compiler of Chrome does not inline such variables.
However, in the future, if the compiler is extended to also inline
these variables, our rewriter has to be adapted accordingly.

VII.

R ELATED W ORK

In the following, we survey related work, including an evolution of attack techniques and their corresponding defenses.
A. ASLR vs. Code-Reuse Attacks
ASLR continues to be the most-widely deployed defense
against code-reuse attacks [50]. However, apart from being incomplete [46] (i.e., not being applied to all memory segments)
or having low entropy due to a 32-bit systems [48], ASLR
is also vulnerable to code-reuse attacks utilizing information
leakage [31], [17], [5]. To make up for ASLR’s weaknesses,
fine-grained randomization schemes complement ASLR by
randomizing the code within memory segments reordered by
ASLR. Therefore, leaking a code pointer does not reveal
any information about the remaining code in that page. For
example, Pappas et al. [43] randomize instructions inside basic
blocks by code rewriting. ASLP, by Kil et al. [33], shuffles the
addresses of functions along with important data structures
by statically rewriting an executable. STIR, by Wartell et
al. [51], permutes basic blocks of the program at startup. Lu et
al. advance these schemes by providing a practical runtime rerandomization solution [35].

Furthermore, we unfortunately have no way to prove the
completeness of the rewriter. For example, our current prototype implementation does not cover all border cases of implicit
conversions. In our JavaScript rewriter, we account for implicit
conversions between a string and a number, e.g., from the
string ’123’ to the number 123. JavaScript, however, allows
more cases of allowed implicit conversions. For example, using
Boolean constants true and false as numbers 1 and 0
respectively (true+true is 2, true*100 is 100). Similarly,
unary operators can be applied to various types of JavaScript
objects to convert them to integers. For example, +[] equals
to 0, and +!![] equals to 1. These types of conversions are
used by JavaScript obfuscators to hide the source code [32]. As
Edge only caches (i.e., emits in JIT-code) integer constants that
are directly encoded as immediate values in JavaScript, these
implicit conversions will not be a problem for it. However, they
can still be emitted by the optimizing compiler of Chrome.
By manual verification, we found out that these cases are not
optimized by Chrome’s current JIT compiler and therefore can
be ignored by our defense altogether. In the future, if these
values get inlined into the executable code, our defense can
be easily extended to also cover them.

However, scripting environments enabled attackers to leverage information leak to bypass ASLR. In JIT-ROP [49], Snow
et al. demonstrated that by repeatedly exploiting a memory
disclosure vulnerability, the attacker can read code pages of a
program and generate a gadget chain on the fly.
Closest related to our work, Athanasakis et al. [2] empowered JIT-ROP by utilizing the code output from the JIT
compilers to inject their own gadgets. Knowing that JIT
engines do not blind smaller constants, they show that an
attacker may be able to carefully align two-byte gadgets to
mount successful attacks. We follow the same motivation,

Apart from immediate constants, an attacker might encode
implicit constants in JITted code. She can do so by abusing
other parts of the JavaScript code that indirectly influence
values encoded in JIT-compiled code. For example, parameters
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but show that the deficiencies of constant blinding are far
more fundamental than ignoring small constants. DACHSHUND
has proven that constant blinding implementations in modern
browsers are inherently incomplete, irrespective of the size of
the constants. In addition, we propose and implement a viable
defense against attacker-induced gadgets in JavaScript code.

C. Protecting JIT Compilers
Next to general code reuse defenses, researchers have also
suggested to specifically protect JIT compilers against exploitation. In JITDefender, Chen et al. [10] proposed defending
against JIT spraying by removing executable rights from JITcompiled code pages, until they are called by the compiler.
Similarly, executable rights will be stripped after the function
returned. This way, diverting the control flow to the sprayed
code will crash the program. Although this defense may work
in some situations, the attacker can extend the time a code
pages is executable, e.g., by using a thread that continuously
calls a JavaScript function.

B. Defenses against Code Reuse
Researchers have proposed various defenses against codereuse attacks, as summarized in the following.
Non-Readable Code: Backes et al. [3] and Crane et
al. [12] proposed tackling JIT-ROP attacks by forbidding
the attacker to read executable pages of the program. XnR
(Execute-no-Read) marks executable pages as non-present and
utilizes a page-fault handler to allow only valid accesses (i.e.,
instruction fetches). Similarly, Readactor uses Extended Page
Tables (EPT) to mark all executable pages as non-readable
and applies fine-grained randomization to all executable pages.
Some remaining weaknesses of Readactor (e.g., function pointers in import tables and vtables) have been resolved in its
successor Readactor++ [13]. Targeting ARM, also Braden et
al. [8] suggest to leverage execute-only memory to protect
against code-reuse attacks. Finally, Gionta et al. suggest to
hide code via a split TLB [24].

Chen et al. proposed JITSafe [11]. JITSafe is an extended
version of JITDefender, incorporating a similar technique as
suggested by Wu et al. with RIM [53], to inject invalid
instructions into long chains of NOP sleds. While this defense
is successful to prevent code spraying with long NOP sleds, it
cannot protect against more fine-grained code injections (such
as injecting single gadgets, as in our attack).
Homescu et al. [29] and Wei et al. [52] propose librando
and INSeRT, respectively. These techniques are similar to
techniques deployed in modern browsers. For example, both
of these techniques randomize the JIT-compiled code by
randomly inserting either NOP (librando) or illegal (INSeRT)
instructions into the code. Moreover, both of these techniques
deploy some form of constant blinding, e.g., by using an
XOR (INSeRT) or LEA (librando) instruction to encrypt the
constants. Our evaluation on popular browsers has proven that
such constant blinding schemes are actually hard to get right.
To foster future research in this direction, we thus provide
DACHSHUND as framework to evaluate the completeness of
constant blinding implementations.

Although the idea of non-readable code is promising,
withdrawing read privileges alone does not suffice to protect
against attacker-induced gadgets, in particular if gadgets are
deterministic and their locations predictable. This is also the
reason why the schemes are typically combined with finegrained randomization schemes, and hence, their security
against our attack heavily depends on the randomization.

D. JavaScript Rewriting

Control Flow Integrity: CFI schemes restrict the control
flow to valid code paths. CFI implementations range from
coarse-grained to fine-grained schemes [55], [56], [14], [37],
[55], following the typical compromise between efficiency and
security [15], [25]. Shying the complexity of JIT engines, few
CFI schemes have been tested on JIT compilers. One of the
notable exceptions is NaCl SFI [1], which provides a coarsegrained CFI implementation for JIT engines, but faces an overhead of 51% on x64 systems. Similarly, RockJIT instruments
JIT-compiled code with coarse-grained checks, verifying the
control flow instruction targets at runtime. Forcing the jump
targets to be aligned instructions, RockJIT thus successfully
defends against our attack. Note that, apart from being finegrained, the completeness of CFI schemes is equally important,
i.e., even in the presence of a single unchecked (or wrongly
checked) jump target, the attacker will be able to mount a successful attack. In particular, with arbitrary four-byte gadgets,
the attacker only uses unaligned instructions, and therefore
no additional CFI checks will be executed in between. Note
that this may not be the case for Athanasakis’ attack that
requires to align multiple shorter gadgets to obtain a useful
one. Summarizing, complete CFI schemes are a powerful
defense, and may become a viable solution in the long run.
However, special attention must be paid to the completeness
and to the precision of the sandbox. In the past, sandbox
escaping attacks demonstrated that orthogonal defenses, like
ours, present a useful additional layer of security.

While with totally different goals in mind, other researchers
also used JavaScript rewriting as technique to guarantee various other security aspects. For example, Doupe et al. suggest
a Web rewriting framework called deDacota that separates
code (JavaScript) from data (HTML) to defend against crosssite scripting (XSS) attacks [16]. Reis et al. rewrite Web
documents in such a way that also dynamic contents (e.g.,
script code) is instrumented and can be validated against
security policies [44]. Similarly, Yu et al. provide a provably correct JavaScript code rewriting methodology to defend
against threats like XSS [54]. These ideas follow similar
concepts to identify JavaScript code in a Web site, however,
do not focus on the security of JIT compilers.
VIII.

C ONCLUSION

DACHSHUND has uncovered that constant blinding implementations in many popular browsers are incomplete and
inherently insecure. This has severe implications on the security of browsers, as (i) the guarantees that are assumed to
be given by constant blinding are not met in practice, (ii) we
demonstrate how easy an attacker can inject arbitrary gadgets
(up to four bytes) to form ROP chains, and (iii) as the problems
of constant blinding are far deeper than it was previously
believed. Our JavaScript-based rewriting approach is a first
step to remove the risk of attacker-induced constants and to
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safe the guarantees of constant blinding, without any need
to rewrite browser software. In the long run, we presume
that more fundamental changes are required to guarantee
browser security, such as enforcing Control Flow Integrity
schemes even on JIT-compiled code, or exploring provablysecure gadget-free JIT compilers.
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